2.3L LH-JETRONIC
On a 1989 Volvo 740 series (None-Turbo)
Crank no start Volvo has been a very intermittent problem. Finally got it to act up. After all the basics
checked out good including battery, alternator, and starter, the weak injector pulse was found with a current
clamp. The following Waveforms are single shot tests. Using 1:1 test lead for voltage and a current clamp
for amperage.

1mSec/Div 10Volta/Div
Cranking voltage is
above 10 volts

1msSec/Div 10Volts/Div

Spike over 50 volts
Pintle hump indicating injectors have
closed.

Increasing voltage drop

Voltage spike 32 volts
Cranking voltage
below 10 volts

No pintle hump indicating injectors
never opened
No increase in voltage drop

Clamp Conversion = 100mv/1Amp
No pintle set indicating injectors never opened

Good pintle set this indicates injectors are opening.
This is the pineal cutting across the magnetic field.

The black trace is showing a
single shot test when engine was
starting. Note the voltage spike is
50 volts due to the stronger
magnetic field collapsing. The
cranking voltage is above 10 volts
and the voltage drop on the
ground-side increases due to the
current increase. This is a healthy
circuit.
The red trace is showing the
engine when it was not starting.
Note the voltage spike is just
above 30 volts due to the weaker
magnetic field. The cranking
voltage is under 10 volts and there
is very little voltage drop increase
on the ground side indicating less
current build up. There is not
enough current to open the injector
caused by the voltage drop on the
positive side of the circuit. Looking
at the whole picture with one test is
just one advantage using a scope
has over a noid light. Keep in
mind, the current required to flash
a noid is considerably less.
Using a current clamp. Red trace
when engine would not start. The
maximum amperage is 1.4 and no
pintle set.
The black trace when engine
would start is showing maximum
amperage at 2.4 and good pintle
set.
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1989 Volvo 740 Series 2.3L (None Turbo)
Single Shot Testing (Fuel Pumps)
Testing both in-tank and main-pumps with engine not starting. This test can uncover a lot more than just bad
fuel pumps. Looking at the fuel pumps current Waveforms while cranking a no start can uncover: Bad Crank
shaft sensors, Fuel system relays, Ignition system ECU, Fuel System ECU, Wiring problems powers and
grounds, Restricted fuel filters, and bad pumps. For example: If the pumps don’t kick in at all when cranking
the engine anything electrical or electronic that has to due with running the pumps would be suspect. Using
wiring diagrams is an essential part of this process. Below are the fuel pumps being tested in this manner

Main-Pump

In rush current seven Amps.
Indication of the motors
At rest resistance.
As the motor comes
To life, resistance builds.
This resistance is known
As CEMF.
The motor stabilizes.
At three Amps.

Testing the pump with the clamp
around the negative wire engine not
starting. This is a measurement of the
main pumps branch current. The
pumps on this Volvo are in a parallel
arrangement. Looking at the main
pumps trace is proving the pump is in
good condition. The rest of the
system should be in good condition
as well.

Clamp conversion = 100mv/1Amp
In-Tank Pump

In rush current four amps.
Building CEMF
Stabilizes at two amps
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The in-tank pump stabilizes at two
amps. This is a much smaller pump
and is supplying the main pump. This
pumps trace is showing a good pump
and circuit.

